
Ref: 18 APARTAMENTO MAR I VENT
CASTELL-PLATJA D'ARO

HUTG-000001

DESCRIPTION

Spectacular apartment on the 1st line of the sea Ideal to enjoy as it has a spacious and sunny dining room, fully
equipped independent kitchen. a room with a suite-style bathroom with access to the balcony, another double room
and a single room plus a bathroom with a bathtub. It is a special property to enjoy walks along the coastal paths or
through the downtown area visiting the businesses and different restaurants. Do not hesitate, these holidays enjoy
the tranquility and comfort. Parking option in the same building.   Cosette villas for holiday rental in Girona, Playa de
Aro  and  the  Costa  Brava.  Our  holiday  flats  and  houses  are  ideal  for  enjoying  the  holidays  you  deserve.  And  what
better, close to the Costa Brava, our cultural heritage and peaceful surroundings.    Playa de Aro, an excellent area
for holiday rentals, where the sensations and moments by the sea are irreplaceable. Undoubtedly, the best place to
disconnect from the routine and to start living an unforgettable experience.   At Villas Cosette we offer spectacular
tourist accommodation, houses and villas, lofts, studios, on the Costa Brava, of the highest quality, with 100%
guaranteed service. We want you to enjoy an unforgettable experience this holiday.       Additional information about
the accommodation   In the CHECK-IN, when entering the property, a DEPOSIT will be requested, refundable within 48
hours of departure when checking out the accommodation.   In the TOTAL of the reservation is previously informed of
a supplement corresponding to the cleaning services. The Catalan tourist tax, towels and bed linen is completely
free.  Our mission is to offer the best service to our guests.  



General

Type of Property: Apartment m2: 81
m2 plot: 0 Distance from the beach:
Year of construction: Type of pool:
Views: Seaview

Characteristics

Number of rooms: 3 Toilets: 0 Bathrooms with bathtub:
1

Bathrooms with shower: 1Double beds: 2 Single beds: 1
Bunk beds: 0 Cribs: 0 Sofa beds: 0
Type of kitchen:

Other Features

Balcony Parking

Equipment

Wardrobes Kitchen equipment Oven
Microwave Coffee maker Washing Machine
TV



Season Price Minimum stay


